TRANSTECH 2016
MODEL MAKING COMPETITION-CUM-EXHIBITION
(3rd-5th March 2016)

MAIN THEME: The main theme of the conference will be:

"Environmental Aspects of coastal & Inland waterways."

SUB-THEMES: Following are the sub-themes of the seminar:

i) Challenges for development of sustainable Infrastructure.
ii) Integration of water ways for multi-modal transportation.
iii) Coastal & water way Tourism.
iv) Social and Environmental impact of inland & coastal water ways.
v) Smart and futuristic vessels.
vi) Man power and Skill development.
vii) Safe Navigation through coastal & inland water ways.

CALL FOR WORKING MODEL ABSTRACT: Model Making competition will be held from 3rd to 5th March 2016 during annual conference “TRANSTECH 2016” at the Tolani Maritime Institute (TMI), Induri, Pune. Students pursuing undergraduate engineering or similar other courses, and wishing to participate in this competition are required to submit an abstract/technical write-up of proposed model in the .docx file format named “MODEL ABSTRACT FORMAT.docx” and accessible and downloadable on the following google drive link:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6iCxSFuh5NzQUZPdzdIYmIyU0E/view?ts=561f7885

The abstracts should be submitted latest by 17th Nov. 2015. The Models should be relevant to Main theme and/or any of the seminar sub-themes. The abstract for proposed model will be reviewed after submission & the candidates whose abstracts are accepted will be intimated by 8th Dec. 2015 about the same. Selected candidates will have to report to the venue at least one day in advance with their working models and make their models ready for display latest by evening of 2nd March 2016.

GUIDELINES/RULES FOR WRITING ABSTRACT FOR MODELS:
1) Only abstracts submitted in the format downloaded from the above link will be accepted.
2) Abstract should be for a proposed working model which will display/exhibit some concept(s) of science and technology in line with theme/sub-theme of TRANSTECH-2016.
3) Soft models based on computer based simulation/software exhibiting above said concepts may be submitted.
4) Do not alter/exceed the limits given in the format.
5) Maximum number of participants in a group is limited to 4 students.
6) Send a soft copy of the proposal as an attachment to tmi.transtech@gmail.com. The subject of the email should specifically mention “MODEL ABSTRACT - TRANSTECH 2016”.
7) Each model abstract should be sent separately by email and should not be clubbed with other model abstracts or technical paper for TRANSTECH 2016.

GUIDELINES/RULES FOR MODEL MAKING/EXHIBITION:
1) Model should be made and completed during the academic year (AY) 2015-2016.
2) Participants to get a letter from the Institute to which the students belongs, certifying that the model has been made during the AY 2015-2016 and made by the said group of students.
3) Model should be a working one and should be operable on the days of the exhibition as proposed.
4) Charts/displays with working diagrams/flow charts etc. of the model is expected to be displayed during the model exhibition.
5) Separate instructions will be issued to the participants whose abstracts have been accepted.

PRIZES FOR MODEL MAKING/EXHIBITION COMPETITION
1st prize – Rs. 5,000/-
2nd prize – Rs. 3,500/-
3rd prize – Rs. 2,000/- at the discretion of jury/organizing committee
Participation Prize* – Rs. 750/- each & Participation certificate
*For every model selected and successfully exhibited
*Each model can claim one prize only

ORGANISING COMMITTEE
TRANSTECH 2016
TMI, INDURI, PUNE

DATED: 15TH OCT. 2015